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Some thoughts on the film:
•

Commune as therapy, breaking away
from (a) particular authority. This is how
the adults of Friedrichshof Commune
experienced it.

•

Commune as art. This is
how Otto Muehl intended
it to be.

•

Commune as social
experiment,
living in a very leven in een
different social andere sociale
structuur
structure.
This how we
understand it.

Either way, there seemed to be a sense of looking for
a new family, one that you choose. If not one of the
main underlying themes of the commune, certainly
an underlying theme of the film. This is where
things get interesting, and tear jerkingly unbearable
to watch. What about the kids born into this
environment? It is a question we could ask ourselves
about every commune.
If we are to consider that the adults, or at the very
least humans capable of judging right from wrong
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It is only when we are confronted by something
different, foreign, not normative, do we then recoil
more overtly.

National Library of Ireland, April 29, 1907

The children are not given the same choice,
breadth of knowledge or capacity to choose as
the first generation commune inhabitants have
— as tragically expressed by the narrator and his
childhood companions.
It all seems to be rooted in a form of authority. As the
first child born in the commune rightly admonishes
the narrator’s mother, Otto Muehl was not wholly to
blame, he used the power given to him. Everyone was
responsible for the situation and conditions there.
Though we are here talking about a commune — a
social formation we more often than not preordain
as blight — is this not true for communities, and our
community, as well? Yet,
we blame the leader —
we beschuldigen de leider the one who takes — and degenen die (de macht) neemt
- en vergeten vaak diegene te
often forget to blame
beschuldigen die doelbewust de
who has purposefully or macht gegeven heeft.
inadvertently given.

Recently we seem to be confronted by an odd
situation. We have been joined together in our
aversion to various kinds and degrees of intimacy.
It is odd because intimacy is
intimiteit is wellicht
perhaps the most powerful and de sterkste en meest
binding agent of commonality. bindende kracht achter
gemeenschappelijkheid
Whether we call it capitalism,
privatization, or individualism, there are clearly
factors that seem to push us further from each other,
which in turn is becoming common.
The foundation of community is de basis van een
gemeenschap is onze
our need to support, and protect behoefte om elkaar en
ourselves together with others, anderen te steunen en
in sickness and in health. What te beschermen tijdens
ziekte en gezondheid
binds us as such is a certain
sense of intimacy. What does it mean when we lose
touch with this intimacy on a general, social, level?
With the following we hope to explore this relation
between intimacy and community (or commonality)
a bit further.

Community

Intimacy
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Community is based on commonality, a basic
principle of inclusion, yet the very basis of a
community is exclusion — a differentiation of what
is common and not common. Some say that this
push and pull of exclusion and inclusion is at the
very root of how we form not only our societies, but
also culture, and to a great degree our knowledge —
common sense.
Yet, when we probe it a bit more, and reduce it to
a more straight forward concept, we are left with
“you are in or you are out.” This is a formulation
we have been hearing with increasing frequency
(frighteningly so) — with the current popular rise
being associated with George W. Bush Junior on
September 20, 2001:
Every nation, in every region, now has a
decision to make. Either you are with us, or
you are with the terrorists.
Though it seems so utterly ridiculous, we are
confronted by it nearly everyday and in various
situations, which more often than not go unnoticed.
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The Aktionsanalytische
Organisation (AAO), or commonly
known as the Friedrichshof
Commune, lives up to my
expectations. It is a place of
alternatives. Echoing some
comments that seem to have
been uttered in the discussion
following the screening of the
film, there does not need to be
anything intrinsically bad about the commune, or
at least excessive in relation to other communes.
Here we are speaking about the structure and the
participation of young adults that joined looking for
something different, in a certain sense a particular
intimacy they believed they did not have in their
“normal” everyday life. Otto Muehl is clearly a creep
and his actions utterly atrocious. What did anyone
expect though? Supposedly the narrator’s mother
had not looked into who Otto Muehl was before
joining his commune.
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Reflection
My Fathers, My Mother, and Me

for themselves, joined this particular commune
with the hope for something else, there is a clear
and explicit choice that is being made. A conscious
attempt to create a different commonality or norm,
removed from what they felt was an improper type
of authoritarian control limiting their lives, actions,
and type of social order. As such, the act of joining
a commune — noble, misguided, or even both — was
a choice made with the idea that no common ought
to be super imposed upon them. Yet this seems to be
exactly what happens to the children. You are born
into a common with no capacity to judge if you want
to be part of it.
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Thoughts On
a Conversation with SulSolSal
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SSS: For us this panic or eruption of discussion
was quite surprising, where we come from there
is a permanent state of “crisis”. As such there are
ways around the “crisis” through design or how
communities are organised. Here in the Netherlands
these ways around crisis are lacking because it
was never necessary, maybe because historically it
was more egalitarian, that somehow the memory is
missing. Being confronted by this, we were interested
in exploring ad hoc or informal approaches to
organisation or design, or the way people arrange
life around food or food around life in relation to the
economic situation.
Thought: We really live in a blissful condition, where we have the
luxury to imagine crisis, and super impose it one ourselves. Do we try
to show the world that we also suffer? At the same time as imposing
a crisis on ourselves, we try to institutionalize this crisis, not only at
home but everywhere.

SSS: [There is no strong ideological aspect to it.] It is
a necessity that bases what we mention. The scale
now is different than before. Before, the movements
were mainly ideological and today it has been given a
new edge. Necessity pulls in a lot of people that would
never consider [prepping or the tiny house movement]
— even if they are not ideologically aligned with them.
It is all these things: a health crisis, an environmental
crisis, economic crisis, a crisis of surviving today.
Thought: Often when crisis and ideology come together, bound by
fear, something dark and sinister comes to the fore. Whereas in the
past survivalism has been the territory of ultra nationalist, and neofacistic groups, lately it has become a bit more open to everyone. The
only difference seems to be ideology versus practicality.

SSS: The idea for us, maybe a more personal
observation, is that with the expansion of
capitalisation, the explosion of neo-liberalism
(experiences in Cape Town) all the problems
you have historically, economically it is 10 - 15
years ahead of Europe. In terms of the social
economic situation, not necessarily in solving
things, but the situation is clear and I think
what you have seen in Europe the last year are
things that we are quite familiar with. That is
a little bit where the hook comes in with this
project, we are interested in seeing how are
these things flowing back to the Western or
Northern context.
[…] we have a diagram in the book called Hope
and Paranoia, which I think somehow perfectly
encapsulates what is happening right now also
in the sense of that you have this kind of layered
class structure which is all in a way affected by

Asylum

diagram from
SulSolSal’s (Guido Giglio and Hannes Bernard)
text “Staying Alive”

this. Like storm Sandy. It is a unifying thing. Everybody
got screwed in a way. Of course rich people are better
off, but they also get screwed. There is a kind of realism
to this prepping now, even if you look at the shows,
it started like something extreme, people that are
obsessive — crazy paranoid people — and day by day
it becomes like stronger realism. And from the health
point, where you have burned out CEO’s that also are
facing the same problems, not coping with life and also
having to find some kind of alternative, from a totally
different point of agency but nevertheless they are also
in the tiny house movement and I think this overlap
is really interesting — people coming from radically
different groups [are experiencing the same conditions].
Thought: There is truly something comforting that we are all together
in this. Yet it is also horrifying that we all, no matter what “class” you
are in, are basically equally screwed in the long run.
On a different note, is the crisis in the Industrial North not different
from the constant crisis in the Global South? It would almost seem
that the crisis in the North is that there is a fear that the North will
become too much like the South — and not that it is “suffering” from
the same conditions. Basically, the North is paranoid, the South is
hopefuly that they will survive.
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“One foot forward. Turn left. (Pause)
Turn left. (Pause)
Turn left. (Pause)
Turn left. (Pause)
L e f t. (Pause)
Turn left. (Pause)
Not right.
Turn left.
To the left. Not to the right.
Don’t listen to what they say.”

or discomfort, to someone else rant about what I
thought of as nonsense but what seemed important
to that person was two years ago. The last time I let
myself speak complete and absolute nonsense was
three months ago.
The idea of the anti-psychatric therapy is to “live your
wounds beautifully”. Its aim is not to block desires, not
to define normativity. But to live the symptoms and to
try to change the situation around them. The woman
on the phone explains that the residents try to be “as
straight as possible with themselves and with others”.
“I avoid smelling, tasting—terror. I’m saying ‘help’
but you don’t hear me”. The man explains to the
camera man.

The man says to the girl. He holds her closely,
trying to direct her on the staircase. She turns
right instead of left and hits the wall. It is a scene
of the film “Asylum” (1972) that is a few minutes
longer than what one is used to. “Asylum” is
a film better described as an “experimental
document”, rather than a “documentary movie”.
The film crew lives with schizophrenic residents
of a group home without taking much action
themselves. The home’s idea is founded based
on radical psychiatrist R. D. Laing’s approach to
healing mental illness through compassion and
freedom. There is neither a program, nor a clear
treatment or clinical care.
The act of stroking someone else’s arm. A slow
movement up- and downwards. A calming act.
Repetitive and comforting. Fingertips on cold skin. Thin
hair. All background noise blurs. Only the sound of the
stroke remains. Fingertips on cold skin. Thin hair.
“Sign and symbol alone is sane” is written on the
wall of the shared London apartment. Signs and
symbols are complex. They change constantly. They
can be interpreted differently depending on ones
perspective and the context wherein they are viewed.
Can a sign or a symbol be sane or insane? Who or
what creates meaning?
The act of stroking someone else’s arm. Patiently
taking time to stroke. To hold someone else’s head. I
follow pets on Instagram. Cats grooming one another.
It is surprising how much time the residents take for
each other. For touching and listening to each other.
Also for speaking. Both in dialogues but also for
having rampant monologues. But there are indeed
moments in which the atmosphere shifts drastically.
Time, patience and compassion have their limits. “Shut
up right now!” the girl yells at the man covering her
ears in painful anxiety.
The act of stroking someone else’s arm. The last
time I silently listened, refraining my own objection

RENOVATION STAIRCASE
Collection: A. D. White Architectural Photographs,
Cornell University Library

One of the residents can not be integrated. He causes
irresolvable problems. He is aggressive and palpable.
It seems that he is in constant
er zit een grens aan ons
pain. Our ability to care for
one another does reach a point vermogen om voor elkaar
te kunnen zorgen.
of exhaustion. The left open
peanut butter jar, the unanswered imessage, the
touch that never occured, the distance between two
continents, the repressed smile, the desire that words
can not express, the process of aging, a loss of bone,
poverty, death.
The act of stroking someone
ruimte voor intimiteit,
else’s arm. Making space for
for waanzin en
intimacy, for insanity and
krankzinnigheid, voor
pijn of troost
madness, for pain or comfort,
for sincerity doing both damage and good, for
compassion as well as for terror.
“I think that I am” a postcard on the desk says.

Monica Mays

This text was written as a response to the experience
of ‘being single/being with yourself’ that took place
in the Love Space by Jasper Griepink. The narrator is
a fictional character that witnessed and participated
in the event, drawing from some true and false
testimonies that might or may bekentenissen die wel
of niet op waarheid zijn
not have happened.
gebaseerd.

“The only thing that can save us is another summer
of love” is what I heard from a friend who heard it
from Hugh Lemmy, it felt somewhat desperate and
hopeful at once - something I’d no doubt like to do
with my summer.
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Collective fear
stimulates
herd instinct,
and tends
to produce
ferocity toward
those who are
not regarded
as members
of the herd.
- Bertrand Russell, Unpopular Essays

elastisch als beperkend

“instead of having another stable
and predictable affair until it fades out, eclipsed by
other life commitments, I’d like to test the limits of our
emotional capacities”
I arrived in the circle at around midday. A group of
fifteen, mostly strangers, gathering to share a variety of
experiences about being single — particularly on how we
can engage in a deep connection with others while not
being committed to a relationship. It seemed like a very
appropriate space to share undigested intimacy and love,
not in order to process, but to release in a sincere and
visceral vomit. Relationship narratives were generated
generously in a safe and confessional space, interrupted
only by the sound of a small percussive instrument.
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While listening to some of the confessions I kept
thinking about the contract I had drawn out a few
hours prior, which was some sort of attempt to
recognize that we deserved the experiences we might
want, and to take a pragmatic and active understanding
that wouldn’t foment losing one’s self within the
merging of several entities. There is a dichotomy that
is created from the loss of freedom when one enters
relationship/exchange - but at the same time this
becomes a sharing of affection, growth and protection,

As I finally gathered the courage to hit the wooden
instrument to share with the rest of the circle,
I kept doing this thing - perhaps an attempt to
protect my vulnerability. I would say ‘you’ before
every sentence to identify my personal narratives.
Jasper was quite quick at correcting me to speak in
the first person.
So I proceeded, I, to talk about the past few years,
in which I have always and almost pathologically
been in some sort of romantic relationship, calling
it off or introducing a certain distance whenever
the imminent pressure or the realization that it was
turning into a contract. This allowed me to experience
sexual bonding and friendship as two layers of the
same thing, enabling the friendship to exist beyond
the intimacy of a bed. I understood that tight strings
would eventually snap into something irreparable,
and was perhaps trying to avoid falling on hard
ground, but mostly in an attempt to prolong the bond
beyond passion and sexual attraction.
I shared this while an ex partner and current friend
paid close attention to my words. They took on the
instrument after to me and narrated our relationship
from an angle that reflected the insecurity that was
created by not being able to tighten the strings of our
liquid love affair. I kept my eyes down throughout
their narration.
I’d probably have to admit that insecurity fed my
competitive drive for improvement and my openness
to develop more relationships, although I am not
sure of the quality and quantity ratio that was at
play. I was searching for how to maintain one’s
(my) freedoms while sharing and caring, without
neglecting one’s (my) desires, nor demanding selfishly
from a relationship.
It pained me to have combined every aspect of
our lives by growing and falling through multiple
quotidianities, just to lose all connection to the
other due to some pre-foreseen break up and life
divergence that came precisely because of the growth
and change that occurs when multiple lives merge.
It seemed to me that this vicious circle of “one - two/
many - one” was a recurring pattern of similarity
and complicity that would allow for empathy to turn
into love and care, which would foment the growth
and change of the members involved, and inevitably
lead to differentiation, breakup and subsequent
pain. This I tried to avoid at all cost through a form
of detachment, freelancing relationships and not
drawing any permanent contracts that would
compromise my personal space and individuality.
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I went to the ‘Bos’ after a long discussion with an
affair I’d been having for a few months, it lead to
the inevitable moment where some sort of verbal
contract was suggested. We were negotiating the
commitments and freedoms of our bond, which could
be made up of looser or tighter strings, or with some
form of elasticity that would enable both to occur
simultaneously. It wasn’t an attempt to maintain
the ability to act out of selfish impulses, but to
acknowledge that the relationship wasn’t erasing our
individualities - that the shared
gedeelde intimiteit en
intimacy and love wasn’t a tie but a liefde geen strop was
maar een band, zowel
bond, as elastic as it was resistant.

and I didn’t want to cross the fine line between safety
and complacency.
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My Postliminary Confessions
of Redigested loves
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28

I guess this all began after that time, a long time ago in
a previous partnership, when we had been so wrapped
up in our relationship that our sexual desire had faded
and had been projected solely onto Angus. It was the
most committed and communal connection I’ve ever
had, sparked by a young idealized notion of love and
an incredible will to reciprocally give one’s self away
to the point where there was nothing left to share
nor discover. I really liked Angus’ touch, it contained
so much will to receive and need for affection but I
missed the caressing on my own skin. Angus was our
cat who we cared for dearly.
That’s when I started masturbating on a regular basis not out of a need to release my libidinal drivers, but as
a form of healing and self love. I’d silently touch myself
in the shower, progressively doing it more in public
toilets on any occasion I felt a need for love. It wasn’t
so much a routine but an impulse, not to be confused
with self-indulgence as I’d like to make a distinction
between selflessness and selfishness, though it was the
most respectful way I had found to deal with our solid
contract in mutual respect. The eroticism lacking in my
life had been replaced by a love for myself, which put
me back in touch with my individuality. So we broke up.
I learned how to control my body and to consciously
abstain from sexual encounters that were becoming
more available as a magnetic reaction to keeping
the energy within me. I learned how to make love to
myself and felt like a boxer before combat building
the libidinal energy and channeling it to my will by

rejecting ephemeral encounters and masturbating
without reaching orgasm. This became an exercise
that improved my relation and focus to and in work,
fomenting my social relations on a level beyond
sexuality. There was a rewarding feeling that came
with celibacy, an energy that fed my motivations and
expertise in other aspects of life, stimulating friendship
relationships and love for myself.
Occasionally I’d lie in bed with cuddling buddies,
bodies with whom I felt a strong connection to, but
to whom I didn’t want to give a monopoly over my
love. It was a safe way to share the new found energy
without offering it up unconditionally, though still
reciprocally exchanging a sincere friction between
our electric bodies.
There was a moment when, without prior meditation, I
entered a polyamorous relationship where this friction
was generated horizontally amongst a close group
of friends. Different relationships where established
within the group, some closer to celibate love, others
relying on passion or affection, which satisfied every
individual’s needs without having to project entirely
onto one person the expectations and necessities of
another. There was no attempt to change someone nor
to behave differently to one’s desires as the feeling
of community made available a variety of loves that
made us liquid and elastic, stronger whilst remaining
honest to our sense of being different. Inopportunely
it didn’t last long, as this community het hield niet lang
stand, aangezien
was, in its own way and under its
deze gemeenschap
own set of rules - or lack of them gescheiden was van de
realiteit van sociale
quite separated from the realities
of social interactions outside of the interacties buiten de
groep
group. I think that was my first
summer of love.
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I hit the small instrument once again, signaling
that my confession had ended, not really
because I’d finished vomiting but because
the reminiscence of these affairs had
left me with a pondering feeling
that I needed to redigest.
Someone defined this as
the postliminary effect.
There was a brief
silence, and then we
continued.

Glossary
COMMUNITY (n.)
•

•

“community, society, fellowship, friendly
intercourse; courtesy, condescension,
affability,” from communis “common, public,
general, shared by all or many”.
Latin communitatem “was merely a noun of
quality ... meaning ‘fellowship, community of
relations or feelings,’ but in med.L. it was, like
universitas, used concretely in the sense of ‘a
body of fellows or fellow-townsmen’”.
—
MOVEMENT (n.)

•

[often with modifier] a group of people working
together to advance their shared political,
social, or artistic ideas: the labor movement.

•

a campaign undertaken by a group of people
working together: a movement to declare war
on poverty.

•

late 14c., from Old French movement
“movement, exercise; start, instigation”

•

*meue-,

•

Proto-Indo-European root meaning “to push away.
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—
COMMUNE (n.)
•

a group of people living together and sharing
possessions and responsibilities.

•

a communal settlement in a communist
country.

•

the smallest French territorial division for
administrative purposes.

•

a territorial division similar to a French
commune in other countries.
—
IDEOLOGY (n.)

•

(plural ideologies) a system of ideas and ideals,
especially one that forms the basis of economic
or political theory and policy: the ideology of
republicanism.

•

the ideas and manner of thinking characteristic
of a group, social class, or individual: a critique
of bourgeois ideology.

•

(archaic) visionary speculation, especially of an
unrealistic or idealistic nature.

•

(archaic) the science of ideas; the study of their
origin and nature.
—
CRISIS (n.)

•

a time of intense difficulty, trouble, or danger:
the current economic crisis.

•

a time when a difficult or important decision
must be made: [as modifier] : a crisis point of
history.
•
the turning point of a disease
when an important change takes
place, indicating either recovery
or death.

